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Company: Dream Games

Location: Şişli

Category: other-general

Job Description

We are looking for a skilled CG Artist to enrich our creative team. As a CG Artist, you will be

instrumental in modeling, texturing, and shading characters and assets for our marketing

department. Working in collaboration with our dynamic team of artists and various

departments, you will ensure that all assets adhere to project specifications while maintaining

Dream Games’ high standards of quality and consistency.

At Dream Games, all team members have a genuine chance to contribute to the final product

and have an impact on the company. If you want to be a team member of a fast-growing

company, you might be the person we are looking for!

Responsibilities

Modeling, texturing, and shading characters and assets for use in animations or games

While this role is not primarily focused on character modeling, the successful candidate

may occasionally be required to model secondary characters as needed

Collaborating with other artists and departments to ensure assets meet project

requirements

Maintaining consistency and quality across all assets

Lighting and rendering simple scenes is a plus

Requirements

+3 years of experience in animation or game development preferred
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Proficiency in 3D modeling software especially Blender, Autodesk Maya and Substance

Painter

A portfolio demonstrating strong modeling and texturing skills

Appreciation and understanding of teamwork

Protecting your privacy and the security of your data is a top priority for Dream Games. We

collect and process your personal data as confidential as part of the recruitment process.

Please read our and to know more details.
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